Introduction to Information Theory

B. Škorić, Physical Aspects of Digital Security, Chapter 2
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Information theory
• What is it?
- formal way of counting “information” bits
• Why do we need it?
- often used in crypto
- "quality" of keys
- best way to talk about physical sources

of randomness
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Notation for probabilities
• Capital letter (uppercase): name of the experiment
• Lowercase: outcome
Example 1: Roll a fair six-sided die.
For all x ∈ {1,2,3,4,5,6} the probability of outcome x
is Pr[X=x] = 1/6.
Example 2: Biased coin. x ∈ {0,1}.
Pr[X=0] = 0.2 , Pr[X=1] = 0.8

Often used notations:
X ∈ {some set}
px = Pr[X=x]
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Probability distributions
Let X ∈ {x1, x2, ... , xn}.
Notation X ∼ (a1, ... , an) means " X has distribution (a1, ... , an) ".
Pr[X=xi] = ai.
The numbers must satisfy ai ≥ 0 and Σi ai =1.

For X ∈ {discrete set} it is called a Probability Mass Function.
Fot X ∈ continuum: Probability Density Function.
Cumulative Distribution Function (cdf):
Pr[X ≤ something]
In above example (with increasing xi),
Pr[X ≤ x1] = a1; Pr[X ≤ x2] = a1+a2; Pr[X ≤ x3] = a1+a2+a3; ...
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Probability distributions (continued)
Distributions can be given a name.
Example
X ∈ {0,1,2,3} X ∼ ℙ
ℙ = (1/2, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6)
Notation ℙ(x) stands for Pr[X=x].
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Joint distributions
Two experiments, X and Y, which may influence each other.
Joint distribution (X,Y) ∼ ℙ.
Notation XY for the combined experiment.
pxy = Pr[X=x and Y=y]
Marginals
py = Pr[Y=y] = Σx pxy.

px = Pr[X=x] = Σy pxy .

Chain rule
pxy = px py|x = py px|y.
py|x = Pr[Y=y given that X=x]
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Measuring ignorance
Experiment X with unpredictable outcome
• known possible outcomes xi
• known probabilities pi.

We want to measure the “unpredictability” of the
experiment
• should increase with #outcomes
• should be maximal for uniform pi
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Measuring ignorance

plaintext

Encrypt

ciphertext

Decrypt

plaintext

Eve
How much does Eve know about the plaintext
given that she has seen the ciphertext?
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Measuring common knowledge

noise

data

⨁

data’

How much of the info that Alice sends
does actually reach Bob?
(“channel capacity”)
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Data compression

Yawn

Bla bla
blather bla dinner bla bla bla bla
blep bla bla bla bla bla bla bla tonight bla
blabla bla blather bla bla blather bla
bla blab bla

dinner
tonight

How far can a body of data be compressed?
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plaatje

Claude Shannon (1916 - 2001)
Groundbreaking work in 1948
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Shannon entropy
Notation: H(X) or H( {p1,p2, ...} )
Formal requirements for counting information bits
• Sub-additivity: H(X,Y) ⩽ H(X) + H(Y)
- equality only when X and Y independent
• Expansibility: extra outcome xj with pj=0 has no effect
• Normalization:
- entropy of (1/2, 1/2) is 1 bit; of (1,0,0, ...) is zero.

Unique expression satisfying all requirements:

H(X) = −Σx px log2(px)
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Exercise 2.7 Show that the Shannon entropy (2.11) has the following properties.

Examples of Shannon entropy

• Properties 1,3, 4 and 5 above.

• If the distribution is uniform, then H(X) = log2 |X |.

H(X) = −Σx px log(px)

The formula (2.11) can be interpreted as E[log2 (1/px )], i.e. the average of all the ‘uniform’
entropies log2 (1/px ).

• Uniform distribution X∼(1/n, ..., 1/n).

Example 2.10 Consider an experiment with two possible outcomes, one with probability p and
the other with probability 1 p. The entropy of the distribution {p, 1 p} is

H(X) = log n.
1
1
• Binary entropy function.
h(p) := p log X∼(
+ (1 p,p)1-p
log ). .
p
1 p
h(p) h=is h(
1-pthe) binary
= −pentropy
log pfunction.
− (1-p) log(1-p)
The function
called
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Mini quiz
H(X) = −Σx px log(px)
X∼(1/2, 1/4, 1/4). Compute H(X).

• Which yes/no questions would you ask to quickly

determine the outcome of the experiment?
• How many questions do you need on average?
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Pr[X = t] is the same for all t ⌅ T . When N is very large, the
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Kullback-Leibler distance. It is asymmetric; it measures how
Relative
entropy
e true distribution P. The notation is D(P||Q).

efinition 2.2 (Relative entropy) Let P and Q be distributi
tween
P and Qofisdistance
defined between
as
• Measure
distributions
- asymmetric
⌅
P(x)
P(x) log
D(P||Q) =
.
- non-negative
Q(x)
x X
- zero only when distr. are identical
can be shown that D(P||Q) ⌅ 0, with equality occurring only
s an
intuitive meaning: If X ⇧ P and you do not know P but o
• Interpretation
then- when
the number
binary
questions
you think of
distr.
is Q, but
actually itthat
is P, you have to ask
(P) + D(P||Q).
#questions ≥ H(P) + D(P || Q).

xercise 2.10 Prove that D(P||Q) ⌅ 0. Hint: make use of E log

xercise 2.11 Prove property 2 (sub-additivity) of the Shannon
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on H(X, Y ) H(X) H(Y ) as a relative entropy.

Time for an exercise

Prove that relative entropy is non-negative,
D(P || Q) ≥ 0.

Prove sub-additive property,
H(X,Y) ⩽ H(X) + H(Y)
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Conditional entropy

• Joint distribution (X,Y) ∼ P.
• Conditional probability: py|x = pxy / px.
• Entropy of Y for given X=x:

H(Y|X=x) = −Σy py|x log(py|x)
• Conditional entropy of Y given X:

H(Y|X) = Ex[H(Y|X=x)] = -Σxy pxy log(py|x)
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Conditional entropy
Watch out:
Y|X is not a RV, but a set of RVs.
Y|X=x is a RV

Chain rule:
pxy = px py|x = py px|y.
H(X,Y) = H(X) + H(Y|X)
= H(Y) + H(X|Y).
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Some properties
Conditioning reduces entropy: H(X|Y) ≤ H(X)
Proof:
• chain rule
• sub-additive property

H(X|Y) = H(X,Y) − H(Y)
H(X,Y) ≤ H(X) + H(Y)
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Mutual information
H(X)

H(X|Y)
I(X;Y)

Mutual information I(X;Y)
- overlap between X and Y
- non-negative
- binary questions in common

H(Y|X)
H(Y)
Total area is H(X,Y)

I(X;X) = H(X)
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Mutual information
H(X)

H(X|Y)
I(X;Y)
H(Y|X)

I(X;Y)
= H(X) − H(X|Y)
= H(Y) − H(Y|X)
= H(X,Y)−H(X|Y)−H(Y|X)
= H(X) + H(Y) − H(X,Y)
= D( XY || X×Y)

H(Y)
I(X;Y) = Σxy pxy log(pxy / px py)
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only if

H(K) ⇥ H(M ),
(4.1)
Uses
of
mutual
information
where K is the key and M is the message. Roughly speaking, the key has to be at least as long

as the message. One example of a perfect cipher is the one-time pad (OTP), where the ciphertext
is computed by a simple XOR: C = K M and M = C K.
It follows that Alice cannot communicate a message M to Bob in an unconditionally secure way
if they share a short secret key K, with H(K) ⇤ H(M ). This seems to be a solid, undeniable
impossibility theorem. And yet... In 1993 Maurer found a way around it [2]. The proof of the
impossibility holds when the data intercepted by Eve is literally equal to the messages between
Alice and Bob. In other words, the standard assumption is that the communication as well as the
eavesdropping is noiseless. It had already been realized before 1993 that the impossibility theorem
may be avoided if Eve’s data is noisy. However, early ideas required Eve’s channel to be noisier
than the channel between Alice and Bob; this is a very dangerous assumption.
Maurer considered the following setting. There is a physical source of randomness which broadcasts
its random data, e.g. random bits. Alice, Bob and Eve all receive the broadcast with varying
degrees of noise, e.g. binary symmetric channels with error probabilities A , B and E respectively.

noise N

⨁

data X

Y=X+N

Channel capacity I(X;Y)

Noisy broadcast

X

Z

Y

Figure 4.1: The broadcast model with binary symmetric channels. It cannot be excluded that Eve
has better reception than Alice and Bob.

Secret key generation capacity I(X;Y|Z)
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Uses of mutual information / cond. entropies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication theory (error correction, ...)
Crypto
Biometrics
Statistics (classification, hypothesis testing, ...)
Image processing
Statistical physics
Econometrics
...
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Other information measures

5. Min-entropy
RÉNYI ENTROPY

• Hmin(X) = −log(pmax)
.5 Rényi entropy
• also called guessing entropy
easures
otherpthan
entropy
are useful
• crypto:
Prob[correct
guess
in onetoo.
go]
max isShannon

efinition 2.6 (Rényi entropy) Let

> 1. The order- Rényi entr

Rényi entropy
1
H (X) =
log
px .
• α>1
1
x⇤X
• collision entropy
wo special
cases
are
H
(X),
called
the
collision
entropy,
and
H
(X),
c
2
⇥
• we will
encounter α=2
ll encounter them in Chapter 3.
• limα→∞ Hα(X) = Hmin(X)
xercise
2.14HShow
that
H⇥ (X) = log pmax , where pmax = maxx px
• limα→
(X)
=
H(X)
1 α
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...
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